With his publication in 1873 [1] J. W. Gibbs formulated the thermodynamic theory. It describes almost all macroscopically observed properties of matter and could also describe all phenomena if only the free energy U ST − were explicitly known numerically. The thermodynamic uniqueness of the free energy obviously depends on that of the internal energy U and the entropy S, which in both cases Gibbs had been unable to specify. This uncertainty, lasting more than 100 years, was not eliminated either by Nernst's hypothesis 0 S = at 0 T = . This was not achieved till the advent of additional proof of the thermodynamic relation 0
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Introduction
The purpose of this paper is to show that Gibbs's theory [1] contains intrinsically "natural" reference values of entropy and internal energy that are reciprocal and thus represent thermodynamic reference values [4] . Nevertheless, it was and is still accepted till the recent past that the value of the internal energy of the real gas cannot be given absolutely, e.g. [5] [6] . Instead, the calculation of entropy and internal energy could be based on a so-called fiducial reference value [7] . To put an end to the diversity of individually, arbitrarily chosen fiducial values, it was decided at conferences in the 1950s to assign the values of entropy and internal energy (or enthalpy) of a liquid at the triple point the reference values zero, which in any case the Nernst hypothesis contradicts. On this basis mathematically complex equations were put forward, but an analysis (see Appendix) shows that they contain thermodynamic inconsistencies. These then yielded incorrect thermodynamic data published for a large number of gases, e.g.
[8]- [15] . None of these skeleton tables presents data on the chemical potential, which could have been derived from the differences ,
. A paper that specifically investigates calculation of the chemical potential of the generally accepted conference agreements comes to the surprising conclusion that the chemical potential increases as the temperature [16] . This result cannot, however, account for daily observation that flow of freely-moving matter occurs from cold to warm regions [17] . One has to take the consequence from the numerous thermodynamic discrepancies ensuing from calculating entropy and internal energy from the assumptions mentioned,
Here, too, as so often in the history of physics, one has to abandon a trusted hypothesis. Here it is the assumption of the naive addition of fiducial constants to thermodynamic fundamental quantities. The paper shows four possible ways of finding directly the thermodynamic reference values of entropy and internal energy and thus comply with the correct treatment of real properties of matter called for by Gibbs. First there is the possibility of studying the characteristic features of intensive and extensive quantities in order to describe thermodynamically the real properties of matter. A second investigation deals with the question what follows from representation of the internal energy of the fluid as a function of the evaporation energy. The third possibility is concerned with solution of a functional equation for the sum of two dimensionless variables, the one referring to the local interaction potential of fluid particles in the vapor space and the other to that in the liquid.
For 0 T ≥ the vapor pressure is a positive and convexly curved temperature function increasing with T from 0 to p c . Also the temperature derivatives increase with T from ( ) 
It is worth mentioning that the temperature variation of the ratio of the differences ( ) internal energy, enthalpy, free energy, and specific heat is the same and equal to that of the ratio of vapor to condensed masses, viz.
where the equality signs are valid for 0 T = and 
This relationship can also be deduced from the correlations
The decomposition of mass M into 
While the mass-specific quantity x constitutes an average of the quantity X in V in relation to the total mass M and is thus a function of T and V/M, the massand phase-specific quantity x v describes the quantity X v in the volume V v and is related to the vapor mass M v , and the quantity x l describes X l in V l and is related to M l . The quantities , 
The critical value x c of the quantity { } , , , x v s u f = is finite. In fact, when x v approaches the finite value x c from below, then x l approaches x c from above and vice versa; in any case, one has
x T x T at the critical point is then different for the two possible cases of equal or opposite sign of
The relations of the first line of (1.7) are valid for the quantities
{ }
, ,
The consequence from relations (1. 
This gives an estimate of the mass-specific energy u l in the form of 
From Equations (1.3) one obtains the thermodynamic relation of the mean fluid quantity x (which is a function of T and v) to the phase-specific quantities , v l x (which are pure temperature functions) as follows:
.
Differentiation of ( ) , x T v with respect to v at fixed T yields the coefficient of isothermal phase transition, 
, .
If the saturated fluid does not have the critical volume v c , but the volume v, the following conversion has to be made: 
and from Equation (1.10) it follows that
In the theory it is not only the difference of the phase-specific quantities x v and x l , i.e.
that is of importance, but also their sum
The sign of the function ( ) 
The critical mean fluid value ( ) 
Interdependence of Extensive and Intensive Quantities
Since the two-phase equilibrium can be described by extensive as well by intensive quantities, an interdependence between these quantities exists.
Thermodynamics yields for the quotients ( ) ( ) 
Correspondingly, for the quotients ( ) ( )
Equations (1.18) and (1.19) allow one to define volume functions
− , which can be represented in different ways: x T x T = − the limiting value is v c . Hence the result is: 
Entropy and Internal Energy Relations
According to relation (1.5), the interdependence of volume and entropy is ( ) ( ) 
Thus one gets
Gibbs's entropy relations, including the thermodynamic reference value 0:
The value ( ) 
s T s v T s v T s s T
The interdependence of volume and internal energy is
gives Gibbs's internal energy relations and with respect to relation (1.21) the thermodynamic reference value 0:
, where it holds that ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
≤ and therefore ( ) , u v T is not positive. Furthermore, the phase-specific internal energies obey the relations
Hence one gets ( ) ( )
The relations ( ) ( ) 
, the functions ( ) 
The estimates follow from 
Heat Capacity Relations
The measurable heat capacity is defined by
Calculation of the specific heat capacities requires the temperature derivatives of the quantities given in Equations (1.23) and (1.25 
As the values of ( ) d dT µ diverges at the critical point, the fluid heat capacity and the specific heat capacities also diverge there:
Further expressions for the heat capacity and temperature derivatives of internal energies can be given as follows:
In order to show that ( ) 
It is of interest to take 0 T = in entropy and heat capacity relations. This is immediately possible in the case of the entropy because Nernst's theorem states that the entropy vanishes at absolute zero, where only the condensed phase exists, and increases with the temperature:
Similarly, in the case of the heat capacity one gets for 0 
With the result ( )
one obtains from Equations (1.23) the In turn, from Equations (3.9) one obtains ( ) 
